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[00:00:09]Gumming foundation's mission is to
enable the low income people especially women
to create a world without power T. and hunger
extra financial services gives women and low
income people better control over their lives
hollow where there are multiple barriers that they
face we have identified three big barriers and
adoption financial services these are the access
that your information and knowledge value and
the price value of we are working on innovative
solutions and technologies along with our
partners Accenture labs which can address you
know barriers in access to financial So it's an
additional technology Accenture labs is
collaborating with Garmin foundation and
bringing the lead to see merging technologies
like artificial intelligence augmented reality to
help address the challenges of financial
inclusion when it comes to.
[00:01:03]Women and people in general and in
India our solutions are helping bring a mindset
change and people can now take better
decisions about financial burden and services
minimum. Wage got to believe the scheme was
in place will be able to that many things that are
banker migrate here.

[00:01:26]Maybe say Leni the Magna Highness.
Accenture labs I'm going to expect a good
program as provided a Grammy audition India
really an innovative phone call Accenture
emotionality Accenture emotion and Alex story
analyzes emotions from human voice if users
are deficient intelligence techniques such as
machine learning to accomplish this the tool is
designed using when separate designing might
be actionable insights and emotions can be very
easily customized to we're given you a lot of
business probably.
[00:02:00]Similar. That report. What I got.
Accenture emotions analytics tool analyzes
emotions such as temper mood and energy
from human voice. The tool enables realtime
analysis of a person's emotional state and
operates across multiple platforms. This
enables the field officers to better understand
customer apprehensions and emotional
concerns prior to visiting them the Accenture
emotional analytics tool helps give better Klein
insights thereby increasing the capacity of M.F.
eyes to include more and more people in the
financial domain Accenture's solution has
enabled small business owners like mom to
realize their dream.
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